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Sometimes God brings times of transition
to create transformation. Not my quote.
Some things that are different from Slovakia:

Olivia & Boone’s first time
on a school bus.
James in the empty
ice cream bucket.

Alligators

Many healthy churches

No mountains

The heat

Kids riding the school bus

Driving everywhere

Office life

Kilwin’s ice cream

Hurricane Irma

We are transitioning from Slovakia in many different ways. It is
hard, fun, emotional, tiring, and adventurous. We are communicating
more as a family to process the transition and looking for new ways to
enjoy this culture. Therefore I bought a used bike and a surfboard. We
have also decided to put Olivia, Boone, and Eli in school this year and
they are taking the bus. Orlando has many lakes but you cannot swim in
them because of alligators. My sister, Ashley, gave us 3 gallons of Kilwin’s
ice cream which we ate in about 4 weeks. I love American ice cream.
Hurricane Irma encouraged us to visit my parents and it was great to only
have a 9 hour car ride to visit them. Much cheaper than plane tickets. But
we are missing many things about Slovakia.
I am working for Jesus Film Project. Even though I am not much of
a office person, it is pretty amazing work these guys are doing. Billy
Graham said, “The Jesus Film is one of the most powerful tools God has
given us to proclaim the gospel.” Try to think about living remotely in a
people group that that is illiterate and has never seen a movie in their
language. Then comes a Jesus Film person with a movie for your people
in your language with the greatest life giving story ever! I am part of the
social media/communications team which helps connect believers and
unbelievers with our films. One of my recent projects has been making
QR codes that link to the Jesus Film to put in Bibles in Egypt.

Prayer Requests
• Transition. Continued prayer to continue learning this new environment.
• Relationships. Continued prayer for our whole family to make good
friendships here and to find a local church body.

QR code for the Egyptian
ministry. Try scanning it with
you camera on your phone.
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